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Introduction  
 
The following is a set of adaptations for the BattlegroupTM rules system for 
use in the late Cold War period in Western Europe. They have had limited 
playtesting (the aircraft rules have not been properly tested) so If you have the 
inclination to try them out, I’d be very interested to hear feedback and 
suggestions for their improvement.  
 
 

Special rules/capabilities  
 

Electronic Warfare  
Some specialist units can disrupt and degrade the enemy’s command, control 
and communications (C3) infrastructure. A unit with such ability may employ 
this as a single action in the controlling player’s turn. This costs one order and 
the unit may perform no other actions.  
 
On a roll of 5+ on a D6 the unit has successfully disrupted the enemy’s C3. 
This allows the controlling player to remove 1D6 worth of command points 
from the opposing player’s command dice roll at the start of their next turn.  
 
[and/or?]  
 
Unit can make an electronic attack on any command unit (FHQ, Plt HQ, 
FOO/FAO) on the board. This takes one order and the unit can take no other 
actions for this turn. On a roll of 5+ on a D6, the unit has successfully struck 
the targeted unit with the effect of a pinned chit. The targeted unit also loses 
its command dice in the next turn.  
 
[and/or?] 
 
Disrupts enemy’s communications network. On a roll of 5+ on a D6, all the 
opposing player’s comms checks only get through on a 6. This lasts for one 
full turn.  
 

Electronic Support Measures  
Such units are effectively radio finding/detection systems, allowing them to 
pinpoint enemy units via their electronic signatures. Units with this ability may 
attempt to locate any enemy unit on the board; this costs one order and 
consumes both activations. On a 5 or 6 on a D6, the ESM unit has 
successfully located the target unit, making it vulnerable to standard artillery 
fire missions without direct observation until it moves at least 10” from its 
original location.  
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Remote Launch/Target Designator  
Some weapons can be guided to a target by means of a remote observer. 
These include the British ‘ Swingfire’ ATGM, which permitted a dismounted 
observer to launch and guide missiles to a target, allowing the launch vehicle 
to remain hidden. This prevents the target vehicle from seeing the launch 
signature and denies the ‘launch observed’ penalty. Weapons fired via this 
method measure the range from the observer to the target rather than the 
launch vehicle. This requires a successful comms check as per artillery rules 
to represent a link up between firer and observer. Neither firer nor observer 
may carry out any other actions in the turn (unless the comms check fails in 
which case the firing unit may act as normal).  

“Hello, all stations” 
Specialist reconnaissance and observation units with this attribute are 
equipped with the technology to distribute their information across the 
battlegroup. An enemy unit spotted by a unit with this attribute is considered 
automatically spotted for firing by any other unit with LOS for the remainder of 
the turn. 

Shoot ‘n’ scoot  
Some Cold War armoured units were trained to fire and leapfrog back from a 
series of prepared defensive positions. This ability combines an ambush 
fire/reserve move order, and must be declared in the same way (i.e. no other 
actions). The unit may interrupt an opposing player’s orders; it may make an 
unmodified  (for subsequent movement) single fire action followed by an 
unmodified (i.e. full speed) single reverse move away from the enemy’s table 
edge in the opponent’s turn. This may only be applied to AFVs using direct AT 
fire, not infantry, ATGM or any other elements. 

Hull Down  
An armoured vehicle may declare itself to be hull down (even in the apparent 
open, reflecting that the table is not a bowling green, but has abstracted 
undulations/defilades in the ground). This takes one activation, and the crew 
must pass an experience test (like Call of Duty) to completed the manoeuvre. 
If successful, the AFV gains a DRM +1 for being spotted (it is possible to be 
Hull Down/Obscured or Hull Down/Open). An AFV may move once and go 
into Hull Down. It may not fire and declare Hull Down, but may go Hull Down 
and fire (but with the usual penalty for move/fire). If a vehicle subsequently 
moves it loses its Hull Down status.  
 

• Hull Down may be combined with Ambush Fire (obviously not in one 
turn as a unit placed in Ambush Fire may do nothing else that turn).   

• Hull Down also makes an AFV harder to hit (see Direct Fire modifiers).  

• Hull down may also be used in conjunction with the Shoot’n’Scoot 
ability 

• Units deployed before the opening turn may be declared Hull Down.  
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Assault Speed 
Warsaw Pact doctrine emphasised speed and mobility to close with a 
defending adversary. This also served to reduce the duration of their 
vulnerability to ATGM fire. All WP AFV platoons (MBTs and IFVs/APCs) may 
be issued with an Assault Speed order. This costs one order (for their Plt Cdr) 
and permits them to make a double move followed by an Area Fire action with 
HE but all directed at the same target. [Note: this is basically the same as the 
BG Kursk ‘Stahl Stahl Stahl’ order. I wonder if this is too powerful for this era? 
But does appear to reflect WP doctrine].   

Volley Fire  
Soviet AFV platoons fire at single target designated by Plt HQ?  
 

Professional 
This is a unit and/or force attribute, which aims to reflect the higher quality of 
personnel and training present in some forces. This would typically include 
non-conscript, professionalised forces (such as the UK and the US and 
elements of the Bundeswehr) and perhaps Soviet units which had gained 
combat experience in Afghanistan since 1979 (such as airborne units).  The 
Professional attribute gives the unit in question a +1 DRM to hit  (as per 
Panzer Ace in BG WWII) when firing (all weapons) and grants them Veteran 
status for morale and experience tests.   

Sneaky-beaky 
Units with this attribute are specially trained and equipped to avoid detection 
while undertaking various nefarious activities on the field. Typically, this would 
include Special Forces, Airborne Pathfinders, Close Observation Platoons, 
Snipers etc. Essentially this makes them harder to observe and target, 
attracting a +1 DRM for all spotting purposes.  [Potentially this could result in 
a sniper team only being spotted on a 6  - Obscured infantry + Small team + 
Sneak Beaky – this seems about right]. Sneaky-Beaky only applies to 
dismounted elements.  

Movement  
 
No amendments (other than effect of NBC environment on infantry = -1”) 

Example 1: a Soviet T-64 moves once to the edge of a hedgerow (counts as obscuring) and 
declares Hull Down. For spotting purposes it now counts as AFV-Obscured- Hull Down 
requiring a 4+ to spot. In the next turn it is placed on Ambush fire and does nothing else, but 
retains its Hull Down status. In the opponent’s turn it may fire as normal if reacting to 
movement/fire. In its own turn the T-64 may remain in place (still Hull Down) and fire, return 
to Ambush Fire or Fire and move in the normal way. 
 
Example 2: a British Chieftain  (with the Shoot’n’Scoot ability) moves once into the open and 
declares Hull Down. In the next turn it declares Shoot’n ‘Scoot status and can take no other 
action (as with ambush fire/reaction move). In the opponent’s turn, the Chieftain may react to 
enemy movement with a single round of fire (no -1 DRM penalty for movement) and then 
reverse for a single move with no penalty for reverse movement.    
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Small Arms Fire  
 

Weapons ROF Max Range 
“ 

Special  

Assault Rifle  1 30  

Under slung Grenade Launcher (UGL) 2 10  

LMG (Mag fed – RPK, LMG) 2 30  

MMG (belt fed – GPMG, PKM, M60) 5 30  

Sustained Fire MMG (tripod mounted) 6 40  

HMG (12.7-14.5mm) 6 50  

Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGS-
17)* 

7 30 Light HE 

<20mm Autocannon  6 50 Light HE 

>20mm Autocannon 8 50 Light HE 

Multibarrel Autocannon 10 50 Light HE 

Direct Fire – Anti-Tank 
 
Spotting/observing  
 

Infantry   

In the open  As per BG 

In the open firing/fired As per BG 

Obscured As per BG 

Obscured firing  As per BG 

  

ATGM/SAM team (small 
team) 

 

In the open  4+ 

In the open firing/fired 2+ 

Obscured 5+ 

Obscured firing/fired 3+ 

  

Vehicles   

AFV in the open  As per BG 

AFV in the open firing  As per BG 

AFV obscured  As per BG 

AFV obscured firing  As per BG 

AFV-Obscured- Hull 
Down 

4+ 

AFV-Obscured- Hull 
Down Firing  

3+ 

Helicopter* 3+ 

Helicopter firing  2+  

Aircraft  2+ 

                                                        
* Treat landed helicopters as AFVs for spotting purposes 
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Aircraft firing  Automatic  

 
Spotting DRMs (to be added to existing BG table) 
 
+1 Spotter is 1st Generation ATGM team 
+1  NBC environment in effect 
+1  Target unit has fired 3rd G ATGM (ATGM team/launch only) 
+1  Target is hull down AFV 
+1  Target has Sneaky Beaky attribute 
 
-1 Spotter is 3rd Generation AFV/ATGM team 
-1 Target unit has fired 1st Generation ATGM  
-1  Spotter has Scout attribute  

 
Direct Fire AT Modifiers 
 
+1   Target is hull-down  
+1 Firer is Helo making pop-up attack  
 
-1  Unit is Professional   

ATGMs 
There are several different types of guidance for ATGMs largely relating to 
their level of sophistication or Generation. 
  

- First Generation ATGMs (e.g. AT-3 Sagger, Vickers Vigilant, SS11) 
were Manual Command to Line of Sight weapons, which required the 
operator to guide the missile to the target using a from of joystick – 
such systems required a high degree of training and concentration to 
use effectively.  Such missiles typically used wire guidance systems. 
 

- Second generation ATGMs (e.g. TOW, MILAN, Swingfire, Spigot, 
Spandrel) offered an improvement in that they did not require the user 
to track both the missile and the target simultaneously. Typically the 
user tracks the target with an electro-optical sight while the missile is 
guided onto the target. Such systems were known as Semi-Automatic 
to Line of Sight or SACLOS ATGMs and used either wire, radio or 
beam riding  systems. 

 
- Third generation ATGMs are sometimes referred to as Fire and Forget, 

allowing the missile to track and attack the target after launch with no 
further intervention from the firer.  Examples include the Hellfire, 
Javelin ATGM, Brimstone, and Maverick ATGMs). Some advanced 
ATGMs are designed to pop up and strike armoured targets from 
above, known as a Top Attack (TA). ATGMs with this capability will 
strike the rear armour of a vehicle when rolling for penetration.  

  

ATGM Firing Procedure 
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1. Spot target  
2. Fire missile. Units on ambush fire may interrupt if target can be 

spotted.   
3. Target may spot launch (spot ATGM team firing) – if successful, unit 

takes experience test (as per Call of Duty) and if successful  
evades/deploys countermeasures and missile fails.   

4. Roll to hit with modifiers   
-1 Target observed launch/evades (maybe -2?) 
–1 Firer under reactive (ambush) direct fire  
-1 Target moving/moved 
-1 Helo making pop-up attack  
-2 1st Generation ATGM  
-1 Target hull down  
 
+1 Target stationary last turn  
+2 3rd Generation ATGM  
+1 Firer is Professional 
 

5. If hit Resolve penetration/morale 
 
 
Notes:  

1) Crew served ATGMs cannot fire from within solid structures of any kind 
(bunkers, buildings etc). Light AAW’s such as RPGs, 66mm LAW may 
be fired from within structures (larger MAW such as the 84mm CG may 
not due to its excessive back blast).  

2) Crew served/firing post (FP) type ATGMs take a single action to 
emplace/displace. They may not move/emplace/displace and fire in the 
same turn.  

3) ATGM teams may only fire once per turn (this allows for reloading 
times etc).  

 
ATGM To hit/Range Table  
 

Generation/Range 0-10 10-20 30-40 50-60 70-80 80-90 90+ 

1st - - 4 5 5 6 6 

2nd - - 3 4 5 6 6 

3rd - 2 2 3 4 5 6 

 
ATGM Heat Warhead  
 
Rather than fixed penetration, use xD6 to determine heat penetration stats per 
attack.  
 

Example: A British ATGM section (2x 3 man Milan Teams with one firing point per team) is 
mounted in a single FV432. The FV432 makes a single move action to the desired location, the 
ATGM teams may dismount within 4 inches of the vehicle, make a single move of 5” and then 
emplace. The following turn, they may fire a single ATGM round. In the next turn they may 
displace, move to the vehicle and remount and the transport may make a single move.  
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Generation/Range 0-
10 

10-20 30-40 50-60 70-80 80-90 90+ 

1st - - 2D6 2D6 2D6 2D6 2D6 

2nd - - 3D6 3D6 3D6 3D6 3D6 

3rd - 3D6+3 3D6+3 3D6+3 3D6+3 3D6+3 3D6+3 

 
AP-HE Direct Fire and Penetration – use Gyros Teller Data 

Resolving AP/HEAT hits on AFVs  
(basically adds a saving roll to vehicle hits) 
 
1st Generation AFV (T-55, Cent)  No modifiers 
2nd Generation AFV (T64/Chieftain) -1D6 Penetration  
3rd Generation AFV (Challenger 1) -2D6 Penetration 

(Composite/Advanced Armour) 
3.5 Generation AFV (CR2) Active Protection System [if 

equipped] (Arena/Trophy) full saving 
throw of 5 or 6, failing that -2D6 
Penetration.  

Reactive armour equipped AFV*  -2D6 penetration HEAT/-1D6 AP 
 
*takes precedence over Generation. Only one modifier may be applied.  
[note: I’m not entirely sure about this as it introduces a new element to the 
rules - could be removed if too complex]  

Indirect Fire  
 
No changes to basic mechanisms†.  Units/Forces with Professional attribute 
make comms check on a 2+ (rather than 3+ as normal) and may re-roll one 
failed check per turn. This is over-ridden by the EW and EMP effects.  
 
The HE values etc can be generated from the late war BG books, e.g. 
81mm/120mm mortars, 155mm/152mm guns, Nebelwerfers and Katyushas 
can be used to represent MLRS strikes.  
 

Massed Fires 
Warsaw Pact artillery suffered from a relative lack of delegation and flexibility 
at the tactical level. However, this was compensated for by the ability to 
concentrate large quantities of firepower on to specific targets. To reflect this 
all WP forces receive two free PRTPs for their battlegroup, which must be 
marked on the map prior to the NATO force’s deployment.   However, to 
reflect the centralised nature of the WP’s artillery doctrine, the WP player may 

                                                        
† There is a need to reflect better NATO fire support delegation/responsiveness 
versus WP planned mass fires/reduced tactical flexibility. Perhaps better default 
comms check, or reduced deviation? Cheaper arty for WP, or cheaper pre-
planned fire missions. All NATO officers can spot for arty, WP only trained FOs 
and Senior Officers?  
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only designate one target for an artillery strike per turn, but may fire additional 
batteries without an additional comms check and requiring only one order 
each for the subsequent batteries (regardless of the number of guns per 
battery). This is true for both PTRPs and normal observed fire missions. The 
WP player must declare how many batteries he intends to fire prior to the 
comms check. Also, WP artillery cannot cancel a fire mission if the spotting 
round goes awry (similar to the ‘Rounds on the Way’ rule from Blitzkrieg ).  
 

 

Improved Conventional Munitions/Cluster Munitions  
When commencing an artillery fire mission, the controlling player has the 
option of determining which type of rounds are fired. He rolls a D6 and on a 
result of 4-6 the fire mission uses a specialist type of round: 
 
1-2  Anti-personnel: adds a -1 to hit against infantry (i.e. 7/2 instead of 7/3).  

–2 penetration to AFVs  
3-4  Anti-tank: adds a +2 to penetration, +2 to hit infantry/SS  
5-6  Dual Purpose ICM  (combined positive effect of both above i.e. +2 pen 

vs AFV, -1 to hit inf) 
 

FASCAM – Family of Scatterable Mines  
This type of fire mission is resolved as per others, but rather than striking a 
target it deposits a 5x3” square mixed AP/AT marked surface minefield. Treat 
as per mine rules in BG. These can only be removed/cleared by an engineer 
unit. A unit caught in the field upon dispersal will be treated as in a normal 
minefield for all moves within the field.  
 

Chemical Weapons   
Once per turn a player may elect to make use of a chemical weapon strike 
during a fire mission declaration. On a roll of 6 a D6 [maybe lower/higher for 
WP/NATO?] he has been granted release for tactical CW use.  Any other 
result causes the fire mission to be cancelled and the order requesting it is 
expended. Given the context, the munitions used are assumed to take the 
form of a non-persistent nerve agent. For all units in the affected radius roll 
1D6:  
 
Results on D6 (first use only) 
 
1  No effect (non-optimal dispersal/ environment)  
2-4  Unit is automatically pinned (this reflects the trauma of being attacked 

with CW and the frantic efforts required to don protective measures, 
preventing other actions). It takes one casualty (no save, no morale 

Example: The WP side has 3 batteries of 2x122mm howitzers off-table. The WP player elects 
to fire against one of his PTRPs in a wood with all guns. He makes a successful comms check 
(3+) and the first battery of 2x122mm guns fires. So far he has expended 3 orders (1 for 
observer/comms check) and one for each of the two guns in the battery. He now fires both 
other two batteries, and expends one order per battery. Therefore he has expended a total of 
3 + 1 + 1 for a total of 5 orders to fire 6 guns against a single, unfortunate target.  
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check) as there is always someone who can’t get their mask on ‘in 
nine’.  

5-6  Direct hit. Generic CW has HE effect of 7/2.  No cover save.  
AFVs cannot be damaged but must take a morale check; softskin 
crews treated as infantry in the open.     

 
Other effects 

- The player whose unit has come under CW attack must take 2 chits 
- Both sides must operate under same conditions as if a Gas! Gas! Gas! 

chit has been played for the duration of the game.  
- Reduction in effectiveness after first use due to countermeasures. No 

automatic pinning, reduction in lethality (7/4+), but requires automatic 
morale test. 

Aircraft  
 
Aircraft Types and States  
 

• Aircraft are either fixed wing (FW) or helicopters (RW) and may play 
several roles. (Artillery Observer, Scout, Target Designator, Anti-tank, 
Transport).   

• Aircraft can be in three states – moving, hovering and landed 
(obviously only RW in the latter two – unless it’s a really big table) and 
it costs one activation to shift between modes. (So in one order a helo 
may move once and go into hover or land). Helos may use hover to 
conceal themselves within/behind terrain and count as obscured/hull 
down for spotting/firing. (Note: controlling player must declare if helo is 
considered to have LOS or is completely hidden by terrain).    

 
Aircraft Movement 
 

• All aircraft (RW/FW) are assumed to be flying Nap of Earth (NOE) 
when present. Helo movement is up to 25” per move. FW is unlimited.  

• Troop transports work as per APCs; with one order may move, then 
land/disembark troops. Troops may then be placed within 4” of 
transport and carry on with normal orders. Next turn helo takes one 
activation to transition between landed/flying and then make a move.  

 
Aircraft Firing/Spotting  
 

• RW may only fire ATGM in hover mode. FW equipped with F&F 
missiles may do so while moving.  

• RW/FW aircraft may fire guns, unguided rockets on the move (but only 
once per order. I.e. on activation = move, one = fire. [Note: need to 
work out firing table for aircraft with DRMs]    

• RW may perform pop-up manoeuvre from behind cover to fire (+1 to hit 
for AAA but also –1 penalty for firing ATGM) and this costs one order 
(pop up + fire).  The aircraft must have gone into hover in previous 
turn. Pop-up may be interrupted by AAA unit on ambush fire.  
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• RW Observer role. Must be in hover. Counts as obscured/hull down?  

• Some RW may have Artillery Spotter/Target Designator/Scout abilities 
(must be in hover mode and have LOS to designate) 

AA/Surface to Air Missile Fire  
 

- Firer must have LOS to target.  
- No range restrictions. 
- Spotting = radar acq or optical/IT lock. 
- An AAA unit must be on ambush fire to acquire and shoot at an aircraft, 

and may perform no other actions in the turn. Ambush fire status 
assumes radar is active (if radar guided). [note this will tie into the 
Aircraft generation table – SEAD aircraft].  

- Spotting (acquiring) takes one action, shooting a second (so one round 
of fire per order) 

- Aircraft/Helo Defensive Aids Suites vs. SAMs = saving roll/evade – as 
per AFV ATGM evade. Spot launch, experience test to successfully 
evade (SEAD aircraft have +1 to evade). If successful must spend next 
turn evading -  transitioning to flying/NOE mode and move away from 
firer/enemy. No other actions.  

- AAA counts as Multiple Autocannons for ROF purposes; SAMs as light 
HE.  

- As per BG, FW/helos have a number of hit points.  
- Aircraft may be pinned as per BG rules.  
- SEAD strikes 

o If more than one AAA Radar active (is or was on ambush fire in 
this turn) dice to choose target.  

o Spot to acquire (counts as AFV in the open – big radiating 
target), if successful missile launches and homes on target.  

o AAA unit must take experience test. If passes, they manage to 
turn off  the emitter in time. If not, unit is hit with effect of a top 
attack 2nd Generation ATGM.   

 Additional Counters  

Gas! Gas! Gas! 
(1 chit) Suspected chemical weapon use has been reported in the AO. All 
units on both sides must adopt full PPE for 1D6 turns. This has the following 
effects. 

- all infantry movement reduced by 1” 
- reduced spotting ability (see Spotting table)   

 
Air Strike – as per normal BG rules (but no loitering due to high threat AAA 
environment i.e. 1 turn only) 
1  Gun run (e.g. 20mm Vulcan cannon) (2 hit points) 
2-4 Mudmover (Harrier, A4, SU24 w/ bombs/ICM AT) (2 hit points)  
5 Tankbuster (A10, SU-25 w/ cannon, ATGM, bombs/ICM-AT) (3 hit 

points)  
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6 Tornado/SU24 SEAD (Anti Radiation Missile x 1equipped) (2 hit points)  
 
FW AC must spot target in normal way. 

Attack Helicopter 
(2 chits) On a roll of 5 or 6, the drawing player receives a Helicopter at the 
start of their next turn. 1D6 to determine type/loadout. May remain on table 
until ammo expended.   
 
1-2 OP Helo (Artillery Observer/Scout/Target Designator)  (1 hit point) 
2-4 Gunship (Guns/rockets) (2 Hitpoints) 
4-6 Tankbuster (Hind w/ At4/5, Lynx AT, BO-105, Cobra) (2 Hit points, 
exception Hind has 3 hit points)  

Electronic Jamming  
(3 chits) The player drawing this chit must immediately play it. The opposing 
player loses one of his command dice in his next turn.   

EMP  
 (1 chit) One side or other has detonated a tactical nuclear device somewhere 
in the distance and has disrupted electronic systems on the battlefield. Radio 
communications are disrupted for both sides. All comms checks succeed on a 
5 or 6 only for the duration of the game. [Note: this is an attempt to address 
the elephant in the room – i.e. nukes – without setting fire to the table]. 
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Army Lists  

British Battlegroup (BAOR c1984) 
 
Note: All units in this list hold the ‘Professional’ attribute. 
 
FHQ Units  
 
FHQ 
4 Men Mounted in a Landrover    xx points  xx BR  
Upgrade to an FV432     +x points +x BR  
Unique  
 
Forward Signals Unit  
3 men with a Signals/Radio Landrover  xx points xx BR 
Upgrade to an xxx? 
Communications Network  
Unique 
 
Electronic Warfare Support Unit 
3 Men with a Signals Landrover    xx points xx BR 
Electronic Warfare* 
Electronic Support Measures* 
Unique  
*Either/or not both   
 
Infantry Units  
 
Armoured Infantry Rifle Platoon    xx points xx BR 
 
Command Section x1 
5 men with 51mm light mortar  
Artillery Spotter 
Mounted in an FV432 
 
Rifle Section x3      
8 men* with Assault Rifles, 1xGPMG, 1x 84mm MAW 
Mounted in FV432  
Upgrade with 66mm LAW (unlimited)  +x points  
 
(Note: May be split/joined into 5 man rifle team & 3 man GPMG gun group)  
* Actually 9 men in section but one stays with FV432 
 
Infantry Support Options  
 
ATGM Detachment      xx points xx BR  
Milan Detachment  (mounted in FV432) 
=  2x Milan Teams each w/ 1 MILAN firing post w/ 3 crew. 
 
Sustained Fire GPMG Team  
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1 x tripod mounted GPMG team (3 crew)  xx points xx BR  
May be mounted in PL HQ FV432* 
 
Sniper Team 
2 men, sniper and spotter  
May be mounted in PL HQ FV432*   xx points xx BR 
“Hello, all stations”, Scout, Artillery Spotter, You Ain't Seen Me....Right? 
 
*either/or not both  
 
 
Armoured Units  
 
Tank troop  
3 Chieftain Main Battle Tanks    xx points xx BR 
inc. Troop HQ (Artillery Spotter) 
Unit may Shoot’n’Scoot 
 
Armoured Support 
1 x Swingfire ATGM vehicle    xx points xx BR 
Target Designator/Remote Launch (crew observer within 4 “ of vehicle)  
 
Artillery Units  
 
Forward Observer Officer     xx points xx BR 
2 men mounted in an FV432  
(May spot from vehicle. Acts as FOO/FAO)  
Artillery Spotter, Target Designator  
 
Air Artillery Observer/AOP    xx points xx BR 
Army Air Corps Gazelle Helicopter 
Artillery Spotter, Target Designator, “Hello, all stations”(?)  
Unique  
 
Mortar Battery      xx points xx BR 
2 x 81mm teams (1 tube, 3 crew each) 
Mounted in (and may fire from) 2x FV432  
 
Medium SP Artillery Battery    xx points xx BR 
2 x 105mm Abbot Self Propelled Guns  
 
Heavy Artillery Battery*    xx points xx BR 
2 x FH70 155 howitzers w/ 4 crew 
 
Heavy SP Artillery Battery*     xx points xx BR 
2 x M109A2 155mm Self Propelled Guns  
 
*probably off table but included in case you have a really long table 
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Defences 
 
Vehicle scrapes x 3 
 
Prepared Fighting Positions x 10 
 
Mixed Density Minefield 
 
Anti-tank ditch  
 
Fortified Building  
 
Razor Wire  
 
Recce Support  
 
Armoured Reconnaissance Troop    xx points xx BR 
2 x Scimitar CVRT  
Swap either/both for Scorpion CVRT  Free 
 
Infantry Reconnaissance Section    xx points xx BR 
4 riflemen mounted in a lightweight LR  
(Pintle GPMG) 
Artillery Spotter, Scout, “Hello all stations”   
 
Special Forces Team      xx points xx BR 
4 rifleman + LMG w/ 66mm LAW  
Mounted in lightweight LR (Pintle GPMG/Milan)  
Mount in an AAC Lynx Utility Helo   +x points +x BR 
Artillery Spotter, Scout, “Hello all stations”, Target Designator, You Ain't Seen 
Me....Right? 
Unique 
 
Engineer Support  
 
Recovery Vehicle  
1 x Chieftain ARV      xx points xx BR 
 
Combat Engineer Vehicle     xx points xx BR 
1 x Chieftain AVRE 
 
Bridging Unit       xx points xx BR 
1 x Chieftain AVLB  
 
Counter-mobility section     xx points xx BR 
1 x FV432 w/ bar mine layer      
Upgrade to RANGER FASCAM system  
 
Assault Pioneer Section    xx points xx BR  
8 riflemen with demo charges 
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Mounted in FV432  
 
Logistics Support 
 
Supply column      xx points xx BR 
1-4 Bedford 4 tonne trucks  
Upgrade each truck to Stalwart    +x points +x BR 
 
Field Ambulance      xx points xx BR 
1 Armoured Ambulance  
FV432/Saracen/Spartan 
 
Casualty Evacuation Station     xx points xx BR 
 
Specialist Fire Support  
 
Rapier Battery     xx points xx BR 
 
Tracked Rapier AA/SAM     xx points xx BR 
Restricted  
 
Counter Battery Artillery Locating Radar   xx points xx BR 
 
Additional Fire Support  
 
Off Table Artillery Request     xx points 
 
Pre Registered Target Point    xx points 
 
Counter Battery Fire Mission    xx points 
 
Timed 105mm Barrage     xx points 
 
Timed 155mm Barrage     xx points 
 
Timed Harrier GR1 Strike    xx points  
 
Timed Tornado SEAD Strike    xx points  
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Soviet Motor Rifle Division Battlegroup c1984‡ 
 
Note: a MRD BG must contain either all BTR or all BMP vehicles.  
 
FHQ Units  
 
FHQ 
4 Men Mounted in a GAZ jeep   xx points  xx BR  
Upgrade to a BTR-70K 
Upgrade to a BMP1K 
Upgrade to BMP-2K      +x points +x BR  
Unique  
 
Forward Signals Unit  
3 men with a Signals/Radio Vehicle  xx points xx BR 
Upgrade to an xxx? 
Communications Network  
Unique 
 
Electronic Warfare Support Unit 
3 Men with a Signals xxxxxxx    xx points xx BR 
Electronic Warfare* 
Electronic Support Measures* 
Unique  
*Either/or not both   
 
Infantry Units  
 
Motorised Rifle Company (BTR/BMP-1/BMP2)  xx/xx/xx points xxBR  
1x Coy HQ  
4 men  
 
3 x Motorised Rifle Platoon   
 
1 x Machine Gun Platoon 
= 2 x SF PKM Teams  
 
Motorised Rifle Platoon      xx points xx BR 
 
Command Section x1 
2 men with Assault Rifles 
Mounted in one of the platoon vehicles  
Mortar Spotter 
 
Motorised Rifle Section x3     xx points xx BR  
7 men* with Assault Rifles, 1xRPK LMG, 1x RPG-7 
Mounted in BTR-70  
Upgrade all to BMP-1  

                                                        
‡ Sourced from FM 100-2-3 The Soviet Army: Troops, Organisation and Equipment  
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Upgrade all to BMP-2 
* Actually 9 men in section but 2 stay with transport (driver/gunner) 
 
Infantry Support Options  
 
ATGM Detachment      xx points xx BR  
Spandrel squad  (mounted in BTR-70) 
=  2x AT-3 Teams – 1 AT-3 firing post with 3 man team. 
Upgrade ATGMs to AT-4     +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMP1    +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMP1    +x points 
 
Sustained Fire PKM Section     xx points xx BR 
2 x tripod mounted PKM team (3 crew each)   
Mounted in a BTR-70* 
Upgrade to BMP-1      +x points 
Upgrade to BMP-2     +x points 
 
Automatic Grenade Launcher Detachment  xx points xx BR 
1 x AGS-17 AGL with 3 crew 
Mounted in a BTR-70* 
Upgrade to BMP-1      +x points 
Upgrade to BMP-2     +x points 
 
SAM team       xx points xx BR 
2 men with SA-14 launcher  
Mounted in a BTR-70*  
Upgrade to BMP-1      +x points 
Upgrade to BMP-2     +x points 
 
*These three teams may all be mounted in the same vehicle  
 
Armoured Units  
 
Tank platoon  
4 x T64 Main Battle Tanks     xx points xx BR 
inc. Plt HQ (Mortar Spotter) 
Unit may use Assault Speed 
Upgrade all to T-64bv    +x points 
Upgrade all to T-80     +x points 
Upgrade all to T-80bv    +x points 
 
Tank company      xx points xx BR 
1 x T64 Coy HQ (Mortar Spotter) 
3 x T-64 Tank platoon  
Unit may use Assault Speed (?) 
Upgrade all to T-64bv    +x points 
Upgrade all to T-80     +x points 
Upgrade all to T-80bv    +x points 
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Artillery Units  
 
Forward Observer Officer     xx points xx BR 
2 men mounted in an MTLB/ACRV (?) 
(May spot from vehicle. Acts as FOO/FAO)  
Artillery Spotter, Target Designator  
 
Air Artillery Observer/AOP    xx points xx BR 
Mi-4(?) Helicopter 
Artillery Spotter, Target Designator  
Unique  
 
Mortar Battery      xx points xx BR 
2 x 120mm teams (1 tube, 3 crew each) 
Mounted in a truck 
 
Medium Towed Artillery Battery    xx points xx BR 
2 x D-30 122mm Guns with 4 crew each  
Tow – GAZ -66 
 
Heavy Artillery Battery*    xx points xx BR 
2 x 152mm howitzers w/ 4 crew 
 
Rocket Artillery Battery*    xx points xx BR 
2 x BM21 122mm MLRS  
Upgrade to 2 x BM-27 220mm MLRS   +x points +x BR 
 
*probably off table but included in case you have a really long table 
 
Defences 
TBD 
 
Recce Support  
 
Armoured Reconnaissance section  (tracked) xx points xx BR 
1x Motor Rifle Squad  
(7 men with AR, RPK, RPG-7) 
Mounted in a BTR-70 
Mortar Spotter, Scout 
Upgrade to BMP-1  
Upgrade to BMP-2 
 
Armoured Reconnaissance section (wheeled) xx points xx BR 
1x BDRM-2 
Mortar Spotter, Scout  
 
Motorcycle section     xx points xx BR 
3 x motorcycle/side car combos 
w/ RPK (2 men per, may dismount)  
Mortar Spotter, Scout 
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Spetnaz Team      xx points xx BR 
4 rifleman + RPK + RPG-7  
Mounted in lightweight GAZ  
Mount in a Mi-4 Utility Helo    +x points +x BR 
Elite, Artillery Spotter, Scout, Target Designator, You Ain't Seen Me....Right?  
Unique 
 
Engineer Support  
 
Recovery Vehicle  
1 x  T-55ARV      xx points xx BR 
 
Mineclearing vehicle     xx points xx BR 
1x KMT-5M (T55 w/ mine roller) 
 
Combat Engineer Tractor     xx points xx BR 
T-55 w/ BTU dozer blade  
 
Bridging Unit       xx points xx BR 
1 x MT-55 AVLB  
 
Counter-mobility section     xx points xx BR 
PMR-3 Minelayer tow w/ GAZ truck      
Upgrade to RANGER FASCAM system  
 
Flamethrower vehicle     xx points xx BR 
TO-55 w/ ATO-200 Flamethrower 
 
Assault Pioneer Section    xx points xx BR  
8 riflemen w/ flamethrower & demo 
Mounted in BTR-70 
 
Logistics Support 
 
Supply column      xx points xx BR 
1-4 GAZ-66  trucks  
Upgrade each truck to ?MTLB?    +x points +x BR 
 
Field Ambulance      xx points xx BR 
1 Armoured Ambulance  
MTLB 
 
Casualty Evacuation Station     xx points xx BR 
 
Specialist Fire Support  
 
SA-9 Gaskin SAM/BRDM    xx points xx BR 
Restricted 
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ZSU-23-4 Shilka SPAAA     xx points xx BR 
Restricted  
 
SA-13 Gopher/MTLB     xx points xx BR 
Restricted 
 
Counter Battery Artillery Locating Radar   xx points xx BR 
SNAR-10 Radar/MTLB or 
PRP/BMP Artillery Reconnaissance Vehicle   
 
Additional Fire Support  
 
 
Off Table Artillery Request     xx points 
 
Pre Registered Target Point    xx points 
 
Counter Battery Fire Mission    xx points 
 
Timed 122mm Barrage     xx points 
 
Timed 152mm Barrage     xx points 
 
Timed Rocket Artillery Barrage   xx points 
 
Timed SU25 Strike     xx points  
 
Timed SU-24 SEAD Strike     xx points  
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Soviet Airborne Infantry Battlegroup c1984 
 
Forward HQ Units  
 
FHQ       xx points xx BR 
5 men 
Mount in a UAZ 469b jeep    +x points  
Mount in a BMD-1K      +x points 
Artillery Spotter   
 
Forward Signals Unit   
3 men in radio GAZ 4x4     xx points xx BR 
Upgrade to BMD-1R ‘Sinista’   +x points 
 
Infantry Units  
 
Airborne Infantry Platoon     xx points xx BR 
 
Command Squad  
2 men with assault rifles  
Mortar Spotter  
 
3 x Airborne Infantry Squads  
7/5 men* w/ assault rifles, RPK-74, RPG-16 
Mount each squad in a GAZ-66 truck  +x points 
Upgrade transport to BTR-D   +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMD-1   +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMD-2   +x points 
 
Mount platoon in single Mi-8 Hip   +x points  
 
*If BTR-D/BMD equipped two men remain as vehicle crew. Plt HQ travels in one of three Plt 
vehicles   

 
Infantry Support  
 
ATGM Detachment      xx points xx BR  
Spandrel ATGM squad   
1 x AT-4 firing post with 3 man team. 
Upgrade ATGM to AT-4     +x points 
Mount in a GAZ-66 truck    +x points 
Upgrade transport to BTR-D   +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMD-1   +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMD-2   +x points  
 
Sustained Fire PKM Section     xx points xx BR 
1 x tripod mounted PKM team (3 crew each)   
Mount in a GAZ-66 truck    +x points 
Upgrade transport to BTR-D   +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMD-1   +x points 
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Upgrade transport to BMD-2   +x points 
 
Automatic Grenade Launcher Detachment  xx points xx BR 
1 x AGS-17 AGL with 3 crew 
Mount in a GAZ-66 truck    +x points 
Upgrade transport to BTR-D   +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMD-1   +x points 
Upgrade transport to BMD-2   +x points 
 
SAM AA Detachment      xx points xx BR 
2  man team with SA-7 MANPAD  
Upgrade to SA-14     +x points  
Upgrade to SA-16     +x points 
Mount in a GAZ-66 truck    +x points 
Mount in a BTR-ZD ‘Skrezhet’    +x points 
Upgrade BTR-ZD with ZU-23-2 AA   +x points 
 
Mount all support units in single Mi-8 Hip  +x points 
 
Armoured Units  
 
Airborne SPG Platoon w/officer   xx points xx BR 
3 x ASU-85  
 
Tracked anti-tank section     xx points xx BR 
1 x BTR-D ‘Robot’ w/ pintle AT-4  
 
Attack Helicopter Flight§  
2x Hip Gunships      xx points xx BR 
or 
2 x Mi24?      xx points xx BR 
Unique 
 
Artillery Units 
 
Forward Observer Officer     xx points xx BR 
2 men mounted in lightweight GAZ jeep 
(May spot from vehicle. Acts as FOO/FAO)  
Artillery Spotter, Target Designator  
 
Heavy Mortar Battery  
2 x 120mm mortars w/ 3 crew    xx points xx BR 
Mount in a GAZ-66 truck    +x points 
  
SP Mortar Battery      xx points xx BR 
2 x 120mm 2S9 Nona-S  
 
Counterbattery Locating Radar  

                                                        
§ Unclear if Attack Helos should be allowed in lists – balance?  
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BTR-D 1V119 ‘Reostat’ w/ ‘Tall Mike’ radar xx points xx BR 
 
Defences 
 
 
Reconnaissance Support  
 
Recon Foot Patrol 
7 men w/ assault rifles, RPK-74, RPG-16 
Scout, Mortar Spotter  
 
Pathfinders    xx points xx BR 
4 rifleman + RPK + RPG-7  
Mounted in lightweight GAZ  jeep 
Mount in a Mi-4 Utility Helo    +x points +x BR 
Elite, Artillery Spotter, Scout, Target Designator, You Ain't Seen Me....Right? 
   
Unique 
 
Engineer Support  
 
Airborne Assault Engineer Section   xx points xx BR 
Mount in a GAZ-66 truck     +x points  
Mount in a BTR-D     +x points 
 
BREM-D ARV       xx points xx BR 
 
Logistics Support 
 
Supply column        
1-4 GAZ-66 trucks      xx points  xx BR 
Upgrade a truck to BTR-DG     +x points +x BR 
 
Field Ambulance      xx points xx BR 
1 Armoured Ambulance  
BTR-D San  
 
Casualty Evacuation Station     xx points xx BR 
 
Specialist Fire Support  
 
BTR-DG / ZU-23-2 AA     xx points xx BR 
 
ZU-23-2 AA gun w/ 3 crew    xx points xx BR 
Equip with GAZ-66 tow    +x points   
Mount on GAZ-66 flatbed    +x points 
 
SA-9/BDRM 2      xx points xx BR 
 
Additional Fire Support  
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Off Table Artillery Request     xx points 
 
Pre Registered Target Point    xx points 
 
Counter Battery Fire Mission    xx points 
 
Timed 122mm Barrage     xx points 
 
Timed 152mm Barrage     xx points 
 
Timed Rocket Artillery Barrage   xx points 
 
Timed SU25 Strike     xx points  
 
Timed SU-24 SEAD Strike     xx points 
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xxxxxxx 
 
Forward HQ Units  
 
 
Infantry Units  
 
 
Infantry Support  
 
 
Armoured Units  
 
 
Armoured Support  
 
 
Artillery Units 
 
 
Defences 
 
 
Reconnaissance Support  
 
 
Engineer Support  
 
 
Logistics Support 
 
 
Specialist Fire Support  
 
 
Additional Fire Support  
 


